Drone Software
for Energy: Oil & Gas
Capture, analyze, and act on drone data to reduce
operating costs during inspections while preemptively
catching issues to maintain production.

With our cloud-based software, DroneDeploy enables
Oil & Gas operations to take their business to new
heights. Through interactive digital maps and in-depth
analysis, you gain the confidence to make high-quality
decisions, cutting costs, and saving time.
Proactively monitor assets across production facilities
▪▪ Detect damage and maintenance problems while
maintaining photographic evidence

▪▪ Reduce direct risk to workers conducting inspections in
hard-to-reach or unsafe locations

▪▪ Inspect infrastructure and monitor equipment inventory

with real-time drone data, cutting inspection time in half

Efficiently plan each site and create visual
documentation across all sites
▪▪ Capture all data for any map, model, or analysis with
photos, panoramas, and videos

▪▪ Oversee site planning and design of a new facility with
survey-grade maps

▪▪ Collaborate with team members by adding annotations
and measurements to any 2D or 3D map

▪▪ Share relevant maps and data layers with site operators
to resolve site issues faster
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Enterprise-Grade Drone Software Solution
▪▪ Automate and centralize flight, operations, and compliance
across distinct business units or office locations

▪▪ Manage data access with role-based permissions and SSO
▪▪ Data is encrypted at rest and in transit, with secure
cloud infrastructure, DDoS protection and ISO 27001
certification

▪▪ Get expert help on drone training, best practices, and
program definition

▪▪ Integrate into applications you already use and leverage
APIs to integrate into custom systems

“

If you don't already have an internal drone program,
now is the time to jump on it. It's easy to use, and your
data comes quick. DroneDeploy has made it easier for us.
There's no better time to start.
— Kyle Westendorf, Technical Systems Manager, Bruin E&P Partners

Start Your 14-day Free Trial of DroneDeploy Today
www.dronedeploy.com/signup

About DroneDeploy
DroneDeploy is the leading enterprise-grade drone data platform. Trusted by brands globally, DroneDeploy makes the power of aerial
data accessible and productive for everyone by transforming data collection and analysis across industries, including construction,
energy, agriculture, and mining. Simple by design, DroneDeploy enables professional mapping, 3D modeling, and reporting from any
drone on any device.
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